Student Health and Safety Protocol for Courses in
Trowbridge – Main Arena (Rm 10), Sales Arena (Rm 20), and Room 8

Access

- Entrance doors of the building open at 7:30 am and will lock at 5:00 pm unless an evening class is scheduled.
- Exit only doors will remain locked and should only be used for exiting the facility.

Enter traffic pattern for students

- Enter the facility only through the doors marked as Entrance (noted in green)
- If possible, do not enter the facility until 10 minutes prior to your class start time or upon seeing the previous class has exited the arena.
- Wait for previous class to fully dismiss before entering the arena.

Event Center (Room 10)

- Enter via the entrances marked with the green arrows on the floorplan below.
- There are two seating options: Arena sections A – G and U – O, and desks on the arena floor.
- Your instructor will provide directions as to where they prefer student to sit.
- Exit via doors marked with the red arrows on the map below.
Sales Arena (Room 20)

- Enter the sales arena via the green path noted below.
- Fill the seating and mezzanine area if needed by going to the furthest empty available seat.
- Exit by going up and to the staircase closest to your seat.

Room 8